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Giants reel in Super win Limit on salary raises
for CSU presidents
ratified by trustees
by Samantha Clark
Staff Writer

With 3:46 left in Super Bowl XLVI and the Patriots up 17-15, Giants
wide receiver Mario Manningham hauled in a 38-yard pass from
quarterback Eli Manning as New England safety Patrick Chung and
cornerback Sterling Moore shoved Manningham out of bounds.

The play, challenged but upheld as a catch, was the first catch on
a game-winning 88-yard drive that ended with New York running
back Ahmad Bradshaw finding the end zone in the final minute of
the game. Photo courtesy of Sam Riche / MCT

SEE STORY ON PAGE 3

CSU to recieve minimal funding in new budget
by Eddie Fernandez
Staff Writer

Governor Jerry Brown has proposed a
flat budget for the 2012-2013 fiscal years
in November’s ballot, failing to increase
support for the California State University system.
The proposal will provide $2 billion
toward 23 CSUs across the state, the lowest amount of state funding in 15 years,
according to a press release from the
CSU website.
Marna Genes, director of SJSU’s budget planning and financial management
said SJSU started the 2011-2012 school
year with $101 million in state support.
However, Genes added last month
Governor Brown invoked a trigger cut
that amounted to $100 million for CSU
and SJSU’s share of the cut was $6.5 million bringing state support down to $95.5
million.
“The general consensus seems to be
that the state will make a slow economic
slump recovery, so things do not look
promising in the near future,” Genes said.
Genes said SJSU will cover this year’s
$6.5 million trigger cut with reserve
funds.
According to Genes, the president’s
cabinet has begun preliminary planning
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and SJSU will receive its initial 2012-2013
budget later this month, so February is
the start of the budget planning process.
SJSU has cut staffing, reduced travel,
delayed equipment purchases and deferred some facility maintenance work,
Genes said about past reductions SJSU
has made.
“For the long term, the hope is that the
state will reinvest in higher education,”
Genes said. “The question is when?”
Matt Pugnetti, a junior illustration
and animation major, said he thinks lowering school funding is crazy and a lot
of kids won’t be able to afford education
even if they work.
“I see people getting burned out all
the time based on the workload and
school load its way too hard to balance,”
Pugnetti said.
From 2010-2011, $750 million was
slashed from state funding for the CSU,
according to the CSU website.
Chris Nguyen, a sophomore computer
science major, said he does not agree
with potential tuition fee increases.
“I know nobody wants to pay taxes,
but it helps everybody to pay a little bit,”
Nguyen said. “It’s not like they’re asking
for 50 percent of what we earn.”
Nguyen adds that he would like to see
both sides reach a common grounnd.
“I understand there has to be cuts, but
lets meet halfway,” Nguyen said.
The budget proposal will remain having $750 million reduction but would
avoid extra cuts, according to the CSU
website.
“In order to survive this year’s $750
million cut, the CSU had to take a lot of
cost cutting measures,” said Liz Chapin,
CSU spokesperson.
“Like reducing enrollment, cutting
programs, reducing personnel at the
campuses and here at the chancellor’s
office and one of them was also raising
tuition,” she said.
Chapin added that California has experienced an economic downturn, so
unfortunately higher education in California has had to deal with a lot of the

consequences of this and cuts to state
funding.
Furthermore, $300 million in revenue
from increased tuition fees for the current academic year have not kept pace
with cuts from state funding, according
to Legislative Analyst’s Office website.
There are approximately 412,000 students in the CSU system, according to
California Higher Education Student
Summit website.
According to Elizabeth Cara, president of the California Faculty Association for SJSU, the faculty will be joining
students in the support for education in
the march on Sacramento scheduled for
next month.
“For all of us it’s a different path,
there will be more cuts instituted and severely hurt education, students and their
families,” Cara said.
Cara further added that student fees
just keep going up and yet students are
getting less and that’s what their concern is with the budget.
“Our campuses have done everything
they can just to get through this fiscal
year with a $750 million budget cut,”
CSU Chancellor Charles Reed stated on
the CSU website.
Furthermore, according to the Office
of the Governor’s website, the proposed
flat budget is relying on the governor’s
tax measure.
Brown’s proposed tax measure would
increase income taxes on high-income
earners, raise the in-state sales tax and
would generate approximately $7 billion
annually, according to an open letter to
the people of California from Governor
Brown’s office.
However, Brown’s budget proposal
includes a trigger tax that’s based on a
proposed tax initiative in November’s
ballot that the governor proposed if not
passed, according to the CSU website.
If the tax initiative is not passed by
voters, the CSU can lose an additional
$200 million in state funding, according

SEE CSU BUDGET PAGE 6

On Jan. 25, the California State University Board of
Trustees unanimously implemented a new policy that limits the pay for CSU presidents
to no more than 10 percent
above the previous president’s
base pay, and their salaries
cannot exceed $325,000 in public funds.
“Yes, the policy is a good
idea, but we should do more,”
said Herlinda Aguirre, president of the Students for Quality of Education SJSU Chapter,
a CSU-wide student organization advocating for educational rights in higher education.
Two state senators and the
president of the California Faculty Association SJSU chapter
said they share the same sentiment.
Policy discussion regarding
presidential pay ensued after
last summer’s controversy of
the $400,000 salary of Elliot
Hirshman, the new President
of San Diego State University.
The figure, which included
$50,000 from university foundations, was $100,000 more
than his predecessor earned,
while CSU tuition rose 12
percent, according to a letter
from state senator Ted Lieu to
Chancellor Reed.
According to the 2011/2012
CSU Executive Compensation
Summary, the base salaries
of CSU presidents range from
$270,000 to $350,000 in public
funds.
According to the CSU Office of the Chancellor Public
Affairs, the policy also comes
at a time when the CSU system
is in the process of hiring five

CSU presidents, all whom will
be subject to the new policy.
The new policy provides
a reasonable expectation of
salary levels for newly hired
presidents as it refers to a fivetiered list of comparable institutions. The mean of same-tier
university presidents will help
articulate a ballpark number to
how much presidents of similar schools receive, according
to a CSU Employee Update.
According to the Jan. 25
meeting agenda for the CSU
Board of Trustees Special Committee on Presidential Search
and Compensation Policy, the
list is mainly based on budget,
enrollment, six-year graduation rates, research funding
and the number of students
receiving Federal Pell Grants.
SJSU is in the second tier
along with CSU Fullerton, CSU
Northridge, CSU Long Beach,
San Francisco State and CSU
Sacramento. The second tier
includes 12 out-of-state universities, such as Kent State
University, George Mason University, Wayne State University, Georgia State University,
Ohio University and University of Wisconsin — Milwaukee.
Elizabeth Cara, president of
the SJSU chapter of the California Faculty Association, said
the justification that the CSU
needs to make its pay more
competitive is “a specious argument” and questioned the
similarities between the CSU
and the institutions the CSU’s
were initially compared too.
According to a CSU Board
of Trustees press release, prior to the new policy, the CSU
used a list of institutions pro-

SEE EXECUTIVE PAGE 6

SJSU classroom leading
minimum wage initiative
by David Wong
Staff Writer

A sociology class led by
associate professor Scott Myers-Lipton is pushing for an
initiative raising San Jose’s
minimum wage from $8 to $10.
“If you work, you shouldn’t
live in poverty … the current
minimum wage of $8 is just
not enough,” Myers-Lipton
said.
The idea for the initiative
came from Myers-Lipton’s
Social Action 164 class in the
spring of 2011. These students
have teamed up with more recent students in Social Action
164 to advocate for this initiative.
An initiative or ballot measure is a piece of legislation
created by state citizens to be
voted upon.
This initiative seeks to provide more of a living wage —
the wage a laborer needs to
make so as to not live in poverty (taking into the account

the cost of food, housing, education and healthcare), according to the University of California, Berkley Labor Center.
Compared to the federal
minimum wage of $7.25, the
initiative will allow for San
Jose to adjust the city-wide
minimum wage each year to
keep pace with the cost of living.
Before going on the November ballot, the initiative
needs to be reviewed by the
city attorney’s office, according to Myers-Lipton.
In Myers-Lipton’s classes, students are required to
choose a campaign for their
final project, the aforementioned students chose to campaign for an increase in minimum wage.
“(The class and I) read about
43 solutions to poverty,” Myers-Lipton said. “Living wages
was one of the solutions.”
For many of his students,

SEE WAGES PAGE 6
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SJSU basketball edged by Warriors in overtime thriller
by Christian Gin
Staff Writer

The SJSU men’s basketball
team lost a close one in overtime to the Hawaii Warriors
on Saturday night.
The Spartans (7-16) couldn’t
finish the Warriors (13-9) in
the final seconds of regulation
and overtime to get their first
conference win of the season.
“Our team has shown character and toughness to succeed, but we’re just not showing the composure to succeed,”
SJSU head coach George Nessman said. “We’re still not in the
moment enough as a group.”
SJSU senior forward Wil
Carter led the Spartans with
a career high 22 points and 12
rebounds.
Spartan junior guard James
Kinney was the other positive,
sinking 5 of 9 from the three
point line and finishing with
21 points.
There were several early
fouls by Stephon Smith and
Matt Ballard that changed the
complexion of this game.
“We’re really handicapped
when (Smith) and (Ballard) are
in foul trouble,” Nessman said.
The foul trouble early on
forced the Spartans to be undersized on the court.
They were forced to rotate
more guards, making it easier
for Hawaii players to put up
shots without much contest.
SJSU ended the first half
on a 10-5 run to make it 33-26
Spartans at halftime.
To start the second half, the
teams traded baskets while
Hawaii was chipping away at
the lead with three-pointers
with SJSU leading 46-40.
The Spartans responded
with a 7-0 run and led 54-40
with 12 minutes remaining.
But a 16-0 run by the Warriors made this game come

down to the wire.
SJSU went nearly 12 minutes without making a field
goal.
As a result, with 17:58 remaining Hawaii took its first
lead of the game since the
score was 4-2.
Hawaii was leading 70-69
with only 17 seconds to go,
and Hawaii junior forward
Joston Thomas missed two
free throws to give the Spartans a window of opportunity
to win.
Spartans sophomore guard
Keith Shamburger was fouled
after recovering a loose ball
during the the Spartans last
possession.
Shamburger had the chance
to win the game if he made
both of his free throw attempts.
He ended up converting only one of the two free
throws to tie the game and
force overtime.
In overtime, after trading
a few buckets, Hawaii senior
guard Zane Johnson hit a
three-point shot to break the
tie, and gave a lead Hawaii
would not relinquish.
The Spartans got within one
with 10 seconds left, but Kinney missed the layup attempt
with 4 seconds to go.
After a free throw by Hawaii,
Kinney’s
desperate
three-point heave did not fall
and ended the game.
Nessman said the team was
unable to execute in crunch
time.
“It has been a habit of our
team where we start to feel
pressure and we’ve played
too quickly,” Nessman said.
“We took some quick shots
that we didn’t need to take,
and we also couldn’t finish
them.”
Senior guard Zane Johnson
was the most dangerous weap-

SJSU sophomore guard Keith Shamburger drives past a Hawaii defender during the Spartans’ loss to Hawaii on Saturday.
Shamburger finished the game with five points and a career-high 12 assists. Photo by Sierra Duren / Spartan Daily

on for the Warriors as he went
5 of 10 from the 3-point line.
The other star for Hawaii
was Thomas who had 29 points
with 12 rebounds.
Thomas took over the game
for Hawaii and controlled the
game from the 16-0 run.
Hawaii’s coach Gib Arnold
had nothing but praise, and
felt SJSU’s team played well
despite the end result.
“San Jose did a great job
tonight,” Arnold said. “They

SJSU football signs 20 players
to National Letter of Intent
by Scott Semmler
Sports Editor

SJSU took another big step
towards building an elite football program last Wednesday,
having a total of 20 football recruits sign National Letters of
Intent with the school.
The Spartans are ranked by
Scout.com as having the 97th
best recruiting class in the nation for 2012, and one of the best
among teams in the Western
Athletic Conference.
Last year, SJSU had the
108th-ranked recruiting class
by Scout.com.
“Today is definitely an exciting day,” SJSU head coach Mike
MacIntyre said on Wednesday.
“It’s like Christmas morning for
me. We are really excited about
where we are going with our
program and how our recruiting worked.”
In December 2011, Monterey
Peninsula College quarterback
David Fales signed his National
Letter of Intent to join the Spartans.
Fales was recruited by the
University of Nevada, Reno, in
2009, but transferred to Monterey Peninsula College in 2010
in search of more playing time.
“There was a pretty good
quarterback named (Colin)
Kaepernick,” Macintyre said. “
He thought he was going to be
playing behind him for awhile,
so he transferred to Monterey
Peninsula.”
Fales threw for 2,807 yards,
27 touchdowns and 13 interceptions in his 2011 season
with Monterey Peninsula College, leading his team to a
Coast Conference co-championship.

“He can throw it and can run
the football,” MacIntyre said.
“So he’ll be right in the mix
along with Dasmen (Stewart)
and Blake (Jurich) to compete
for the starting job.”
Other notable signers from
Wednesday include three-star
recruits Fernando Villanueva
and Christian Tago.
“I learned this from Bill Parcells. You want to look for big
athletic bodies that can do a
lot of things,” MacIntyre said.
“So we signed quite a few guys
that are linebacker, running
back, tight end-type bodies, and
they will grow into all types of
things.”
Villanueva, a 6 foot 7 inch,
285-pound offensive lineman
from Independence High School
in San Jose was the Mount
Hamilton Division Offensive
Lineman of the Year in 2011.
“Fernando played defensive
end, defensive tackle and offensive line in high school,”
MacIntyre said. “He had a lot of
offers from PAC-12 schools and
we’re glad he stayed local. He’s
a heck of an athlete.”
MacIntyre said it is difficult
persuading nearby recruits,
such as Villanueva, Brad Kuh
(Bellarmine Prep.) and Eugene
Taylor (Oak Grove High School)
to not leave home and join the
SJSU program.
“There’s a situationsometimes that some young men
want to get away from home,
and some want to stay right
here,” he said. “So that is something you have to figure out
right in the beginning, and
then when you figure out that
they are interested in staying at
home, then you’re excited about
recruiting them.”

Tago, a player from Highland High School in Southern
California, played both quarterback and linebacker in 2011, and
he will see time on both sides
of the ball during the Spartans’
offseason, according to MacIntyre.
“If you watched a game of
his, you would say ‘Who is No.
4?’”, he said. “He just makes
plays all over the place.”
Because of Tago’s versatility, MacIntyre was unsure as
to what position he would play
once on the field at Spartan Stadium.
“We will give him an opportunity to play quarterback,
but you’ll see him playing both
sides of the ball until we figure
out what is best for him,” he
said.
The Spartans’ 2012 recruiting class is ranked higher than
long-time WAC members Nevada and Fresno State, who will
be leaving the conference for
the Mountain West Conference
starting in July.
MacIntyre was proud that
his program landed such a
strong recruiting class, given
their much-improved 5-7 season
in 2011.
“You’re based off your recruiting,” he said. “We’ve been
working extremely hard at it,
and it’s definitely hard work.
It’s a year-round process, not
just a six-week process in December and January.”
MacIntyre said he is already
planning ahead for next year’s
recruiting class.
“We were just talking about
it today, we already started for
next year,” he said. “We’ve got
our camp brochures out and telling people about it. It’s exciting.”

probably deserved to win, we
barely managed to escape with
a win tonight.”
Even though Hawaii won,
Arnold saw a resilient Spartan
team who has faced a tough
schedule and adversity.
“San Jose looked understandably dejected during the
final handshake, but this team
played their hearts out this
game,” Arnold said.
This loss marks the 10th
straight regular season confer-

ence loss dating back to last
season.
A win over Louisiana Tech
on Feb. 26, 2011 was the last
time the team won a conference game in the regular season.
The Spartans have seven
games remaining on their
schedule this season if they
want to earn a conference win.
Kinney felt the opportunity
was there, but the ability to
finish wasn’t.

“We didn’t execute when we
needed to,” Kinney said. “They
were very physical all game on
us, and it worked with our inability to put up good shots.”
Nessman said the team
needs to keep their heads up
and prepare for the rest of the
schedule ahead.
“We just got to keep our guys
positive, keep battling and that’s
what we’ll do,” Nessman said.
SJSU hosts Fresno State on
Thursday at 7 p.m.
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New York Giants win Super Bowl XLVI, Manning earns MVP
McClatchy Tribube
Wire Service

INDIANAPOLIS — The
Giants have gone from seven-and-seven to Super Bowl
heaven.
Left by many on the scrap
heap of the 2011 season when
they lost to the Redskins in
Week 15 and fell to a .500
record, the Giants won six
straight games including Sunday night’s 21-17 victory over
the Patriots in Super Bowl
XLVI.
It was the fourth Super
Bowl title for the Giants, and
the second time in four years
that they beat the Patriots to
win one.
The win also puts Giants’
head coach Tom Coughlin and
Giants’ quarterback Eli Manning on very exclusive lists as
head coaches and quarterbacks
with multiple championships.
A season that began with
questions about Manning’s
elite status and proceeded
through
questions
about
Coughlin’s job security will
end with them passing the
Lombardi Trophy to each
other at midfield at Lucas Oil
Stadium.
A season that had the buzzword of “finish” from the very
start ended with the ultimate
punctuation and one of the
most dramatic curtains in Super Bowl history.
It was the eighth time this
season Manning engineered a
drive that won a game in the
fourth quarter or later.
The Giants became the fifth
team in Super Bowl history to
overcome a deficit of 8 or more
points, and the first to overcome that deficit in the second
half.
The Giants trailed by two
points with 3:46 remaining.

Manning started the drive
with a 38-yard pass to Giants’
wide receiver Mario Manningham, who managed to get two
feet in — a series after he faded
out of bounds on a similar play
along the sidelines — that was
challenged by the Patriots but
upheld as a completion.
Manning then drove the Giants to the 6-yard-line where
Giants’ running back Ahmad
Bradshaw was given a free run
into the end zone with 57 seconds remaining.
It was probably the only
touchdown Bradshaw ever
scored that he wished he
hadn’t.
Bradshaw put on the breaks
at the goal line but couldn’t
keep his balance and fell into
the end zone, which was exactly what the Patriots wanted.
It gave the Giants a 21-17
lead — they missed the twopoint conversion run — and
gave the ball to Patriots’ quarterback Tom Brady at the 20
with 57 seconds remaining.
After two incompletions —
including a drop by Patriots’
tight end Aaron Hernandez
— Giants’ defensive end Justin Tuck sacked Brady for the
second time to set up fourthand-16 with 39 seconds remaining.
Brady sidestepped pressure
and completed a 19-yard pass
to Patriots’ wide receiver Deion Branch.
He threw incomplete to
Hernandez and incomplete to
Branch.
The final play of the game
was a third-and-5 from the Patriots’ 49 and Brady threw it
into the end zone.
Patriots’ tight end Rob
Gronkowski had a chance to
catch the ball for the gamewinning touchdown, but the
ball fell to the ground and the
Giants won.

The Giants dominated most
of the first half, but a 96-yard
drive late in the second quarter gave the Patriots a 10-9
lead at halftime.
Brady completed 10 of 10
passes, including a 4-yard
touchdown strike to Patriots’
running back Danny Woodhead with 8 seconds remaining.
The drive was officially
96 yards, but the team actually went 98 because the drive
started off with a false start
penalty.
That drive started deep in
Patriots territory, just as their
first drive of the game did.
On that one, though, Tuck
came crashing through the offensive line, zig-zagging and
bouncing off blockers, and hit
Brady just as he launched a
deep pass.
Because there was no receiver in the area of the pass,
and Brady threw the ball from
his own end zone, he was
flagged for intentional grounding and the Giants were
awarded a safety.
The Giants then drove 78
yards and went ahead 9-0 on
a 2-yard touchdown pass from
Manning to Giants’ wide receiver Victor Cruz, who was
able to salsa dance for the first
time this postseason.
Two plays earlier, Cruz
caught a pass and fumbled, but
the Patriots had 12 men on the
field and the turnover was negated.
The Patriots responded with
a drive for a field goal and the
teams exchanged punts.
New York had third-and-1
from the Patriots’ 46 and Giants’ running back Brandon
Jacobs broke through the line,
but Giants’ offensive guard
Kevin Boothe was flagged for
holding and sent them back 10
yards.

Giants’ running back Ahmad Bradshaw (44) runs the ball against Patriots’ defensive back Patrick
Chung (25) during Superbowl XLVI on Sunday, Feb. 5. Photo courtesy of Terry Gilliam / MCT

They eventually had to
punt, and even though Giants’
punter Steve Weatherford put
the ball out of bounds at the 4,
the Patriots drove the 96 yards
to take the lead.
The Patriots, who won the
opening toss and deferred to
the second half, started the
third quarter the same way
they ended the second a half
hour earlier.
They drove 79 yards and
Hernandez caught a 12-yard
touchdown pass to give them
a 17-9 lead.
New York chipped away,
settling for two field goals by
Giants’ place kicker Lawrence
Tynes in the red zone to close
within two points, 17-15, late
in the third.
On the second play of the
fourth quarter, Giants’ linebacker Chase Blackburn in-

tercepted Brady on a play
that was reminiscent of the
David Tyree catch four years
ago.
Brady escaped a sack,
rolled to open space and
chucked the ball down the
middle of the field just as
Manning had done in Super
Bowl XLII.
This time, though, it was
Blackburn who out-jumped
Gronkowski for the pick.
The Giants did not score
off the turnover.
In fact they wasted over
five minutes of play and had
to burn two time outs before
punting.
The Patriots didn’t answer with a score, but they
gobbled up about five and a
half minutes to give the Giants the ball at their own 12
with 3:46 remaining.

SUPER

BOWL

XLVI

BY

NUMBERS
-

30 completions
Giants’ quarterback Eli Manning
completed 30 of 40 passes for
296 yards and one touchdown.

-

11 tackles

Patriots’ linebackers Jerod Mayo
and Brandon Spikes tied for
most total tackles with 11.

-

10 catches
Giants’ wide reciever Hakeem
Nicks caught 10 passes for 109
yards.
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Giants’ defensive end Justin
Tuck totalled two sacks.
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Lunar New Year celebrations ring in the Year of the Dragon
San Jose Museum of Art hosted
dances and other performances
to bring luck for the coming year
by Samantha Clark
Staff Writer

This past Saturday, the San
Jose Museum of Art celebrated the Lunar New Year with a
variety of activities that represent different cultures that
celebrate the holiday.
The Lunar New Year marks
the beginning of several calendars but most notably those
of the Chinese, Vietnamese
and Korean cultures.
2012 is the Year of the
Dragon, and the dragon is
considered the luckiest animal, the only mythical animal
out of the 12-year Chinese
zodiac cycle and, as stated
on the San Jose Museum
of Art website, “is associated with honesty, bravery,
innovation, and ambition.”
According to Sherrill Ingalls, director of marketing at the San Jose Museum of Art, the museum’s
Lunar New Year event is
one of the three community
days it puts on every year.
“We try to really reflect
the diversity of Silicon Valley with our community
days, so this event is Lunar New Year,” Ingalls said.
“It’s very multicultural because we (present many)
different cultures who celebrate Lunar New Year.”

Children sat down to
make origami jumping frogs,
felt dragon flags and a craft
project where they gave
“life” to household items,
such as eyes added to a
construction paper lamp.
To celebrate Korean New
Year, Sukyung Choi Korean Dance Academy performed three dances, two of
which were traditional Korean drum dances — Jang ko
Chum, a dance with intricate
hand-drumming movements,
and Kindo Drum Dance, a
dance meant to raise farmers’ morale, bring good
crops and serve as a reminder to be happy and hopeful
for the future.
The other dance, Hut Teun
Chum, had graceful, melodic
movements, which studio
owner Sukyung Choi described as having “very old
with traditional beats” and
as “the basis of all traditional
Korean dancing.”
The Rising Phoenix Lion
Dance
Association
performed a traditional Lion
Dance, which brings good
luck and fortune by warding off evil spirits and is
a reason why the dance is
performed during Chinese

Elle Kagimoto, 15, from Cupertino, dances with Sukyung Choi’s Korean Dance Academy during the Lunar New Year Community Day at the
San Jose Museum of Art in Downtown San Jose on Saturday. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily

New Year, said Hai Nguyen,
a senior radio, television and
film major and lion dancer.
“We often go dance at
stores, houses and weddings,”
Nguyen said. “During Lunar
New Years, we have the most
performances because people
want good luck.”

“

Vu Van, a senior radio,
television and film major and
lion dancer also, said he got
into dancing when he and his
karate friends began doing
lion dance moves.
Van said they then formed
The Rising Phoenix Lion Dance
Club nine years ago, which has

since tripled in membership.
Choi said one reason why
she opened her Castro Valley
dance studio was to provide
Korean women in the United
States the opportunity to learn
traditional Korean dancing.
Ashlee Oh, a Foothill High
School student in Pleasanton,

I wasn’t really in touch with my culture, but lion
dancing brought it back.
-Vu Van, senior radio,

”

television and film major

also said her traditional Korean dancing helps her stay
connected with her culture.
“Everyone
I
perform
with only speaks Korean, so I learn a lot of Korean, and the outfits are
really traditional,” she said.
Van said dancing is also
how he learned more about
his culture.
“When you’re a kid, Lunar New Year is more fun,”
Van said before comparing
it to Christmas as a child. “I
wasn’t really in touch with
my culture, but lion dancing
brought it back.”

Cheese-making workshop connects people to sustainable food
SJSU alumni provide education
on benefits of organic farming
with Veggielution classes
by Julie Tran
Staff Writer

The mysteries of cheese-making were revealed in a workshop hosted at San Jose-based
urban farm Veggielution.
Started in 2009 by SJSU alumni Amie Frisch
and Mark Anthony Medeiros, Veggielution “empowers youth and adults from diverse backgrounds to create a sustainable food system in
San Jose,” according to its website.
Rachel Richardson, a volunteer from Tuscon,
Ariz. who now resides in Santa Clara, enjoys
working on the farm every Saturday.
“I feel more connected to my food,” Richardson said. “I have a job that allows me to do something physical to the growth of food.”
That physical connection was made in the Curds are pressed by hand to remove any remaining whey during the Saturday cheese-making workcheese-making workshop hosted by Sarah Linn shop at the Veggielution farm in San Jose. Photo by Raphael Kluzniok / Spartan Daily
Gallardo and Julia Lang, development manager of
Veggielution.
“The food we grow here changes depending
Some of the popular choices included mozza- process in order for the cheese’s taste to not be
on the season,” Lang said.
rella, cheddar and chevre, which is a type of soft affected, according to Gallardo.
Next in the cheese-making process is the usA graduate of SJSU with a degree in sociology, goat cheese.
Lang said he believes it is important for people to
Gallardo then presented to the workshop at- age of rennet, which helps to curdle the milk and
know where their food originates.
tendees two different kinds of milk for the cre“I like knowing where my food comes from ation of mozzarella, both of which were organic.
and be able to create the food I eat,” Lang said.
According to Gallardo, organic products tend
Underneath a white canopy, a group of less to have a higher quality as well as an easier prodthan 20 gathered around two pots sitting on top uct to work with.
of gas burners.
Whole milks were utilized in the workshop for
In the workshop, Gallardo taught the class how their higher fat content, but one was sourced from
to make their own mozzarella cheese with two a local farm while the other came from Whole
Foods.
different kinds of milk.
In order to make cheese, the milk must be heatThe beginning of the workshop began with a
meet-and-greet where attendees discussed their ed at a low temperature in a metal pot. In addition,
metal utensils must be used in the cheese-making
favorite cheeses.

separate the milk solids from the liquid known
as whey.
Lang said that when she makes her own
cheese and yogurt at home, she uses butter muslin to separate the curds from the
whey. Gallardo on the other hand said that a
clean pillowcase also works as long as it is free
from any traces of detergent.
According to a journal entry by Professor David B. Fankhauser of the University of Cincinatti,
rennet was originally derived from the stomach of
a young goat or calf. Milk was stored in stomach
pouches for long journeys, but the enzyme present allowed the curdling of the milk to happen.
In the workshop, Gallardo and Lang used vegetarian rennet derived from the nettle plant for
the cheese.
While the cheese was cooking away, Lang gave
a brief demonstration on how to make homemade
butter using heavy whipping cream and a small
container to shake it up.
After 30 minutes, the cheeses in the two pots
were strained in a colander. However, the cheese
made with the milk from Whole Foods resulted in
a runnier product in contrast to the cheese made
from the local milk.
The attendees had a chance to enjoy the mozzarella with crackers, pita bread and a vegetable
platter studded with farm-grown broccoli, carrots
and arugula.
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SJSU’s Wi-Fi app
abates connection
hassles on Android
By Megan Mills
Staff Writer

The constant, familiar
window that pops-up every time a student wishes to
use the Internet on the SJSU
campus can now be easily
avoided for those using the
Android operating system,
thanks to a newly developed application called “SJSU
Wi-Fi Plus.”
“I was motivated to write
the app because I had been
given an Android phone that
had no data plan, but did have
Wi-Fi,” said Scot Close, creator
of the application. “I could use
it on campus, but I got tired
of having to enter my ID and
password every time I wanted
to connect.”
According to Close, web developer at SJSU, the application
encrypts the password and
saves it in the phone, so the
next time that person connects
to the SJSU wireless network
they can log in by pressing just
one button.
“Th is would defi nitely
save me some time logging
onto the campus Wi-Fi,”
health science major Bob
Jackson said. “I might have

to look into purchasing the
application.”
The application is simple:
enter your user name, usually
your student ID number from
your Tower Card, and your
SJSUOne password. Your information is saved for next
time, reducing the time it
takes to login.
“The main benefit of the
app is that it lets you log in
to the network easily, without having to type your ID
and password,” Close said. “It
would be useful for someone
with an Android tablet that
doesn’t have 3G.”
When a person is trying to
connect to the Internet from
a coffee shop or the bus, they
usually open a web browser
and try to go to a webpage.
Then, instead of loading
the page they were trying to
open, a different page pops
up forcing them to log in or
click a button agreeing to network terms. If you only want
to use Twitter, or another app
on your phone or tablet, you
don’t necessarily want to do
that, according to Close.
“The application will automatically open your web
browser to the page where you

SJSU Wi-Fi Plus for Android phones and tablets allows you to log into the network with one click. Illustration by Jasper Rubenstein / Spartan Daily

can connect to the Wi-Fi network,” Close said. “You still
need to click the button, but it
saves you a litt le time.”
The application itself is
available for purchase on the
Android phone for 99 cents.
In addition to creating SJSU
Wi-Fi Plus, Close developed
the SJSU Class Finder, an application that allows students
to search for open classes by
subject, GE area or what days
of the week the class meets.
“Last year, I created a paid
version of (the Class Finder)

Download SJSU Wi-Fi Plus
on your Android phone!

that had other features, like
showing classroom locations
on a map,” Close said.
The creation of any application can be time-consuming
and tedious before the fi nal

product is ready to be unveiled.
“If you don’t have any
programming
background,
you would have to learn
that as the fi rst step,” said
Patrick Roteman, secretary of
the Computer Science Club.
“That can take anywhere
from a really short amount
of time, where you’re learning as you do it, or it can take
you a couple of months depending on how quickly you
learn and how much time you
devote to it.”

Individual members in the
Computer Science Club develop applications on their own
or engage in group projects for
certain classes.
“One of the classes was
working on was a website that
the whole computer science
department would use to get
projects from small contractors, like the police or fi re
department,” Roteman said.
“These departments would
hire students to develop a
website, specifically for getting people together.”

■ REVIEW

New Star Wars game brings life to ‘Old Republic’ Do you know how

your iPad is made?

By Greg Nelson
Staff Writer

McClatchy Tribune
Star Wars and Bioware fans
can finally rejoice, “Star Wars:
The Old Republic” has arrived.
“Star Wars: The Old Republic” is Bioware’s new groundbreaking massively multiplayer online role-playing game
that goes where no MMORPG
has gone before, by adding a
myriad of story choices for its
players.
What sets this game apart is
its attention to the story. When
playing the infamously addictive MMO, “World of Warcraft,”
you’re an unknown hero, helping to defeat the dragon and
save the world, but because you
did it with help from others,
you’re just one nameless face
among hundreds.
Not so in “The Old Republic.”
In this game you are the hero,
and you’re playing your story,
which, depending on what class
you play as, has its own unique
allies, quests and villains.
When starting the game you
first choose your faction, either
The Galactic Republic or the
Sith Empire. Then you move on
to your class. Each faction has
four classes with its own unique
stories. Though every class has
a kind of “mirror-image” on
the opposite faction, they’re all
incredibly fun and immersive.
After you choose your
class you choose your species.
Humans are the only species
that can be every class while
the other species are very
human-like. The individual
species have no special abilities
and are mostly just cosmetic,
unlike other MMOs such as
Warcraft.
After choosing your species you choose your gender
before finally going into character creation to customize
your character’s hair, eyes, skin
color, scarring, tattoos, and
other details depending on the
species.
Finally, you can choose a
name and start the game. You
begin on your “starting planet”
which varies based on class.
You get an introduction to your
character and his or her current

Wire Service

“Star Wars: The Old Republic” features a whole new timeline of stories unfamiliar to most longtime fans,
incuding the above Republic team versus the Annihilation Droid XRR-3. Screenshot courtesy swtor.com

STAR WARS: THE OLD REPUBLIC

MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAME FOR PC
- Cost: $59 for basic; up to
$149 for premium edition
- Estimated to have cost
more than $150 million
to produce; potentially one
of the most expensive ever
- Analysts say has
lured away 1.7 million
job. After finishing the starting planet, which happens at
about level 10, you go to your
faction’s capitol world and
eventually get your ship.
Though every world shares
the same quests for your faction, your class quest is the reason why you go from planet to
planet. You can choose to help
out your faction or solely focus
on your class quest, though if
you don’t do other quests, you
might find the game difficult
as you’ll be at too low of a level
to continue your individual
class quests.
After getting your ship you
can start participating in space
combat missions which are

subscribers from World of
Warcraft
- Developed by LucasArts
and Bioware; released by
Electronic Arts
- Available for immediate
download at
www.swtor.com
simple rail-shooters (your ship
changes direction automatically, though you can move
your ship to avoid things) with
various objectives depending
on the mission, which could
net you a bit of spare cash or
experience points.
Another feature is the
Player-vs-Player system which
consists of three “warzones”
with their own objectives
while fighting the enemy team.
The PVP element isn’t
very fleshed out at this point
unfortunately, the missions
are short and have a few
bugs. I have found them to
be enjoyable however, and
this is coming from some-

one who doesn’t typically
enjoy PVP.
Once again, the main draw
here from other MMOs is story. This game lets you be your
own hero making your own
choices in your own personal
story. The idea is so simple it’s
a wonder that it has taken this
long for a story-driven MMO
to come out.
There are some downsides.
This is a brand new game
and as with most brand new
MMOs, “The Old Republic”
isn’t bug-free as the designers continue trying to balance
the classes and patching the
game without causing more
problems.
Also the combat system,
while fun, isn’t exactly revolutionary. New players to
the genre will be thrilled but
MMO veterans will find it all
too familiar to the MMOs they
left to play this.
Bioware has finally stepped
into the MMO market with a
true contender to tackle the giant of “World Of Warcraft” using its award winning focus on
story to bring a new epic saga
from the series we love from a
galaxy far, far away.

Recent revelations about the
deplorable working conditions
at an Apple factory in China
provide a cautionary tale about
globalization and consumerism.
On Jan. 26, the New York
Times ran a front-page article
that exposed some of the facts
of life within Apple’s Foxconn
Technology factory in Chengdu,
China. These include underage
and underpaid workers, excessive overtime, seven-day workweeks, overcrowded dorms and
dangerous conditions.
One day last May, a fire
broke out in one of the buildings where employees polished
thousands of iPad cases a day.
“Two people were killed immediately and over a dozen others
injured,” the story said.
“Apple never cared about
anything other than increasing
product quality and decreasing
production cost,” Li Mingqi, a
former Foxconn employee, told
the New York Times.
Another former employee
added, “You can set all the rules
you want, but they’re meaningless” if suppliers don’t make
“enough profit to treat workers well. If you squeeze margins, you’re forcing them to cut
safety.”
Early in 2011, Steve Jobs
met with President Obama
on economic growth. He told
the president he had no intentions of bringing Apple’s
manufacturing back to the
United States. Furthermore, he
warned that unless the United
States became more businessfriendly, it stood to lose its
competitive edge against countries like China. He noted how
easy it was to build a factory in
China, where he didn’t have to
deal with tough labor laws or
environmental protections or
unions demanding better wages, benefits and safe working
conditions.
Apple, one of the richest
and most successful companies in the world, gained its
wealth and power, in part, off

The Apple iPad is the world’s
most popular tablet computer.
The base model of the iPad 2
retails for $499. Photo courtesy
McClatchy Tribune / Wire Service

the sweat of exploited Chinese
workers.
Apple is not the only electronics company doing business in China. Dell, HewlettPackard, IBM, Motorola, Nokia,
Sony, Toshiba and others manufacture there. All of these
companies benefit from the appalling working conditions in
China. Neither the American
public nor the labor movement
here would stand for such conditions.
But China is eager to overtake America as the No. 1 economic power in the world, and
is willing to do so at all costs.
That is why business and China
make such excellent partners.
Since Deng Xiaoping’s economic reforms took effect in
the 1980s, multinational corporations have poured into China
to take advantage of its vast
pool of cheap labor and natural
resources.
At a time when America
sure could use some manufacturing jobs to boost our own
economy, it would be patriotic
— and humane, given what we
know of the overseas workplace — for those companies to
bring some of those jobs back
home.
And if they don’t, then we
— the wired, high-tech consumers — should be more conscious about the products we
purchase.
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CSU BUDGET: Flat budget limits funds WAGES: Students aim
FROM PAGE 1
to Chapin.
“If this additional $200 million
trigger cut goes into effect because the proposed tax initiative
does not pass, that would mean the
CSU would have to consider similar measures like these like cutting
student enrollment, academic programs, raising tuition and employee layoffs if the governors tax
initiative if not passed by voters,”
Chapin said.
Chapin further adds that it
would bring the total state support
toward the CSU system to only $1.8

billion, making it the lowest since
1996-1997.
Terry Christensen, a political
science professor at SJSU who specializes in local and state politics,
said a “flat” budget is better than
cuts, so this is relatively good news
for the CSU.
“It will depend, however, on
voter approval of the governor’s
tax initiative in November,” Christensen said. “If students, faculty
and administration are apathetic
about this and don’t get involved,
we can expect further cuts and further increases in tuition and fees.”

According to Christensen, the
process begins with this recommendation from the governor.
The legislature can approve it or
change it (increasing or decreasing CSU funding). If they change
the governor’s recommendation, he
can veto the change or accept it according to Christensen.
Pugnetti said he believes that
schools will be competing for funding because ultimately it’s what’s
going to come down to.
“I don’t know what’s going to
happen, I have no idea,” Pugnetti
said.

EXECUTIVE: Salary raises limited to 10 percent
FROM PAGE 1
vided by the California Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC)
to determine CSU presidential compensation. The list compared CSUs
to institutions such as USC, Rutgers
and Tufts, and these institutions included presidential salaries as high
as $2 million.
Cara also called the executives’
salary raises “unfair” when both
students and faculty have suffered,
and she referred to SDSU President
Hirshman’s $100,000 raise last summer.
“The chancellor is refusing to
bargain fairly with the faculty,”
Cara said. “We have two contracts
we’re arguing for right now, so we
think its really egregious that the
presidents and administration are
making so much more money … so
we just think its not fair … so we’re
in favor of this new (policy).”
According to its website, the California Faculty Association is made
up of CSU faculty members working to improve and protect the CSU
by advocating for the CSU at the
California State Legislature and in
the public.
Cara said she and the CFA are
pleased with the new policy because faculty and students have felt
the burn with budget cuts and furloughs, but the “one percent” have
remained untouched.

Two state senators said they
think the policy is a good first step
and that more could be done.
“The executive compensation
policy needs to be in statute to provide the best protection for students
and their families,” Senator Elaine
Alquist of Santa Clara County stated in an email. “(This) statute provides a greater degree of certainty
that this policy will remain in place
and not be subject to the whims of
the Board of Trustees.”
Her bill, SB 952, makes the CSU
Board of Trustee’s 10 percent cap
policy a state law and states that
there cannot be a salary increase
above 10 percent from state funds
in any year that there is a tuition or
fee increase.
She wrote that SB 952 sends the
message that executive compensation ranks as a higher priority
than an affordable education for the
state’s students.
Senator Leland Yee of San Mateo
and San Francisco counties believes
that the 10 percent cap is a step in
the right direction but isn’t enough.
“Top executives should not be
getting any raises during tough
economic times or when student
fees are increasing,” Yee stated in an
email.
His bill, SB 967, would ensure top
university administrators will not
receive pay raises during bad bud-
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get years or when students face fee
increases and it caps the salary of
incoming executives at five percent
more than their predecessors.
Aguirre, SJSU’s SQE president,
thinks the policy is a good step in
the right direction but said more
can be done. She said she agrees
with Senator Alquist and Yee and
supports the senators’ bill.
“In one way, I am very happy that
(the new policy) happened,” Aguirre said. “They are realizing that
increasing the salary of presidents
isn’t a good choice now because
all the budget cuts they are facing.
We’re all going through problems
right now and increasing salaries in
an institution where there is a lack
of funds is not a good idea.”
Aquirre said this is “one little
thing” the CSU Board of Trustees is
doing because of the pressure they
have been under and that “justification that (CSU executive pay) needs
to be competitive is unjustified” because its inherent executive salaries
may not be as competitive as other
universities because it is a public
institution in the middle of dire economical times when students have
suffered.
She added that presidents should
realize that by coming to a CSU,
they may not be getting a bigger
salary, but they will be making a
bigger impact.

to create ‘Living wage’
FROM PAGE 1
the initiative’s passage will improve
the wages that they and their families
will earn to better support themselves,
according to Myers-Lipton.
“I’ve always had a minimum wage
job and I’ve always struggled in getting the bare necessities,” said Leila
McCabe, vice president of the Campus
Alliance For Economic Justice (CAFE
J). “This initiative will be one of the
facets to help end poverty.”
CAFE J or the Campus Alliance For
Economic Justice is a SJSU student
and faculty group that was formed
from the Gulf Coast Civic Works Campaign, which helped draft the national
Gulf Coast Civic Works Act to create
100,000 jobs for Gulf Coast residents.
CAFE J promotes the Economic Bill
of Rights originally laid out by Franklin D. Roosevelt, which supported the
right for Americans to have work for
decent wages, health care and education, according to their website.
The students funded a pollster at
the Survey and Policy Research Institute (an on campus research organization) to gauge the opinions of likely
voters in San Jose, according to MyersLipton.
The poll reported that there was
“overwhelming support” for the passage of the initiative if it appeared on
the ballot, according to Myers-Lipton.
Many of them know that the ballot
process will not be easy, as employers
of minimum wage workers observe the
initiative process.
“I know that there’s a lot of opposition from small businesses,” said Diana
Crumedy, a member of CAFE J.
CAFE J has found support for the
initiative with prominent organizations such as the NAACP, Working
Partnerships and Sacred Heart Community Services, according to affiliated
links on their website.
“We’re kind of capturing the sentiment of the Occupy Movement,” said
Saul Gonzalez, president of CAFE J.
CAFE J received media attention
when they held a televised press conference in front of Clark Hall, near the
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ACROSS
1 Game with
trump cards
5 Spread with
cocktails
9 West Indies
island
14 Name on
many jeans’
labels
15 Laid up, so to
speak
16 Passover
month
17 “Once ___ a
time ...”
18 Yin’s
complement
19 “God bless us
___ one”
20 Part of a
Copenhagen
cleaning
cycle?
23 Open-faced
sandwich
with cheese
24 Lubricate
25 New York
city where
Mark Twain
lived
28 Gull-like
predator
30 Silent
33 Raccoon
relative
34 Make the
initial bet
35 Destiny
36 They are
clean when
they come
marching in?
39 Is a cast
member
40 ___ d’oeuvre
41 Uses a towel
42 Start of many
titles
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43 Operate
properly
44 Clouded, as
vision
45 Highlands
headgear
46 Hairstyle
47 Tattletales
before the
age of
appliances?
54 Veranda, in
Hawaii
55 African plant
56 Worshipped
ﬁgurine
57 Add
decorations
to
58 Self-satisﬁed
59 “... with the
greatest of
___”
60 Thickly
packed
61 Snack of
Spain
62 Duck with a
large white
crest
DOWN
1 Speak
indistinctly
2 De Gaulle
headgear
3 Shakspeare’s
river
4 Certain metalworkers
5 Bribery of
sorts
6 Toward the
stern
7 Be inclined
8 Border
9 Lack of getup-and-go
10 Measure up
to
11 Exploitative

type
12 Tree part
13 “Pick a card,
___ card”
21 Spookily
strange
22 Animal,
vegetable
and mineral
25 Dazzle
26 Aquariumcleaner-ﬁsh
27 Filmmaker’s
special
effects shot
28 Flint-striker’s
creation
29 Coral islets
30 Wild
enthusiasm
31 Express
audibly
32 Unpleasantly
difﬁcult
34 Skunk’s
defense
35 Lightning
bugs
37 Parallelogram
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with four
equal sides
(var.)
38 Deviate from
the script
43 Woman from
Waikiki
44 Neighbhood
grocery
45 Ivan the
Terrible et al.
46 Coughing
cause
47 Walk in
water
48 Without a
name, brieﬂy
49 Kiln
50 ___ mater
51 “Bonanza”
brother
52 Big name in
home theater systems
53 Killed, in
Judges
54 Young man
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John Carlos and Tommie Smith statues, on Jan. 23, which pulled focus to
the students’ campaign, according to
Myers-Lipton, who was in attendance.
If the initiative passes, San Jose will
become the third city in the nation to
have a minimum wage at $10 or above,
after San Francisco and Santa Fe did so,
according to the San Francisco Minimum Wage Ordinance and the Santa
Fe Minimum Wage Ordinance, respectively.
The increase in Santa Fe’s minimum
wage comes from a minimum wage
ordinance championed by the city current’s mayor, David Coss, according
the official Santa Fe site’s biography of
Coss.
San Francisco’s minimum wage
has increased because of an initiative
passed in 2003, according to Proposition L, passed on Nov. 4, 2003.
Both of San Francisco and Santa
Fe’s wages are tied to a yearly consumer price index (a measurement of price
changes paid for a sample of goods by
consumers in urban communities) tied
to their respective metropolitan minimum wage ordinances for both cities,
according the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
“Other cities have shown it works,
Myers-Lipton said. “Research shows
(increasing wages) affects unemployment rates very little.”
After receiving the title and summary from the San Jose city attorney’s
office, which provides legal services to
the city’s government, Myers-Lipton’s
students and CAFE J members will begin working to collect the 19,161 valid
signatures required (5 percent of the
registered voters in San Jose) from
Feb. 9 to May 15, according to MyersLipton.
“We want to encourage all students
who are excited about increasing the
minimum wage to $10 an hour to give
one hour a week for the spring semester collecting signatures on campus,”
Myers-Lipton said.
CAFE J holds meetings every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Dudley Moorhead Hall
room 210.
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‘Soul Train’ legend
will be remembered
by
Eddie
Fernandez
Staff Writer

Growing up as a kid I remember skimming through
the channels of my television in my downstairs living
room on Saturday mornings
and being awake while my
family was still asleep.
The typical shows I used
to watch were “Spiderman,”
“Gargoyles,”
“Megaman,”
and a bit of “Jerry Springer.”
It was during a commercial break when I stumbled,
on an unknown channel,
which featured a show full
of African-Americans dancing.
The show consisted of
flamboyant
colors
that
weren’t known to me, that
meshed well with the lighting set-up.
In the beginning, “Soul
Train” started in the Chicago area and later aired from
1971-2006 nationally, according to Black Entertainment Music.
Live music from a group
of performers on stage made
the whole room full of people vibrant and ecstatic.
Artists such as James
Brown, Curtis Mayfield,
Aretha Franklin and many
other African-American musicians performed on “Soul
Train.”
The music made the
crowd dance like there was
no tomorrow.
They were performing
all different sorts of dances
that my Mexican-American
self had never seen before at
such a young age.
The show was hosted
by a unique individual by
the name of Donald Cortez
“Don” Cornelius who had a
special swagger to him.
He also happened to be
the creator and pioneer of
the show as well.
He offered African-American performers the chance
to show the music industry
their talent and provided a
stepping stone for careers
of future stars such as Tina
Turner and Michael Jackson.
The show was a revolution of style, funk music and
dancing that evolved each
decade.
It gave children back then,
like myself, a glimpse of the
past, from the funky clothing of the ‘70s to the unique
hairstyles our parents used
to have back in their days
during the ‘80s.

I once tried dancing like
at a family event like the
people from the show once
but realized that I didn’t
have the hips to get down at
a young age.
Although I’m not African-American, the show was
cool to me because of the
music, dancing and set up of
the show.
As I grew older, the show
changed in a direction that
was more familiar to me, like
house party music ranging
from Snoop Dogg to Zapp &
Roger.
“Soul Train” had me wishing I knew how to dance as
a teenager so that I could
hook up with girls and do
my thing at school dances.
Nevertheless, I became a
good dancer eventually because the show helped open
my ears to the music and get
in the groove of things.
Music became important
to me and it made me tune in
to FM station Wild 94.9 and
106.1 KMEL.
“Soul Train” had people
like myself wishing they
could be on that show as
soon when they learn how
to dance.
I wanted to do my thing
down the runway.
“Soul Train” was a landmark not only to AfricanAmericans but to other
cultures as well.
Don helped make this
all happen creating “Soul
Train” and made a venue for
African-American music on
television.
Sadly, last Wednesday,
Feb. 1, “Don” Cornelius took
a gun to his head, shot himself and died in his Sherman
Oaks home, according to law
enforcement.
When I found out about
his death, I was saddened
that a great man passed
away.
It was unfortunate that he
took his life away, because
he seemed like an honest
man who was eager to show
people around the country
this great show he created.
Cornelius helped me appreciate the music I hear in
the clubs and bars because
he put it on TV for me to see.
Thanks to Cornelius, I’m
out there at clubs dancing
with women and doing my
thing on the dance floor.
He showed me music and
in return I now dance to it.
Cornelius will be remembered for giving AfricanAmericans a chance to shine
on the big stage and making
a venue for soul music on
television.

Finding the right motivation
This column
appears on
Mondays

One of my favorite cult-classic films of all time is a great
little comedy called “Office
Space.”
The movie tells the story of
a computer company worker
named Peter Gibbons who
hates his job and is bored with
his career choice in life.
One of the most poignant
scenes I loved about the film
was when Peter goes in for an
interview with a couple of company officials who are looking
to downsize the workers and
he starts talking about why he
hates his job.
“You see, Bob (one of the officials), it’s not that I’m lazy it’s
just that I don’t care,” Gibbons
said. “My only real motivation is not to be hassled (by his
bosses), that and the fear of losing my job. But you know, Bob,
that will only make someone
work just hard enough not to
get fired.”
This scene sticks out to me
a lot because it describes a major problem with the way we as
people go about school and our
career choices.
Finding the right kind of
motivation to do well at anything is key in life and its never
as simple as wanting to make
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money or get good grades.
I have found that when I
enjoy a class or find myself
motivated to do well and make
something creative, like a great
report or essay, I do the best in
class.
But when I am motivated
only by the need to not fail
or just get past it I always do
worse.
The fundamental problem
here is that in order to do well
at anything the motivation has
to be for the right reasons.
I discovered this recently
when my cousin started talking to me about the science of
motivation and its effect in the
workplace.
He referenced a study called
“the candle problem” conducted
by a psychologist named Karl
Duncker in 1945
The candle problem goes like
this: the participants must fix a
lit candle onto a wall without
the wax dripping onto the floor
using a box of matches and box
of thumbtacks.
The participants usually
tried varying methods to solve
this problem by trying to
thumbtack the candle to the
wall or use wax as adhesive to
stick the candle to the wall but
it didn’t work.
Finally after a while, most
participants figure out that
they need to simply thumbtack
the box to the wall to hold the
candle so it doesn’t drip on the
floor. They usually solved this

the fastest when the thumbtacks were presented outside
the box.
It’s an interesting study that
describes how people use cognitive skill to solve problems.
What my cousin showed me
next was even more provocative, however.
He showed me the same candle problem, this time in a study
conducted by Sam Glucksberg
of Princeton University, where
one set of participants were
simply told to solve the problem
while the other set were given
money incentives instead.
Astoundingly the participants who were given no incentives were able to complete the
task much faster than the people who were given incentives.
The conclusion was that
when people are given shallow
incentives, creativity is blocked
and problem solving is dulled
down.
Now this is the exact opposite of what business has taught
us to believe our entire lives,
isn’t it?
We’ve been taught from a
young age if you reward someone they’ll work harder and
better, whether it was getting
some money for doing your
chores as a child or bonuses at
work.
But the funny thing is this
study proves the exact opposite
and this study has been done
over and over again for the past
40 years.

Schools and companies need
to start applying this to the way
they manage the workplace and
classrooms.
Schools and professors need
to make the classroom more interesting and get students motivated to do well for themselves
rather than just to get a passing
grade.
Companies have this same
issue and need motivate workers to create new ideas rather
than tell them to because they’ll
make more money.
People work their best when
they want to do something, not
when they have to.
We shouldn’t just be motivated to make money after
college, and me being a journalism major definitely can’t do
that.
We have to be motivated
because we want to better ourselves and create new things for
the world to see.
I got to work hard in journalism because I want to bring the
very best news to the people,
just as a business major should
be looking to make an innovative new product and medical
students should be motivated to
help others and cure diseases.
In the end when you are motivated for the right reasons and
you create rather than work,
things not only become easier
but they become more fun as
well and we all as students
should be aiming to do that in
our daily lives.
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